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SYPM 011: Untigering with Iris Chen | Your Parenting Mojo
Parenting; Untigering Book; Upcoming Events; Resources; Book an Untigering Session; About;
Contact; Paperback mockup. Join the Untigering conversation! Cancel reply. Iris. Welcome! I'm
Iris, a peaceful parenting advocate, intersectional unschooler, anti-oppression activist, and
deconstructing tiger mom. Read More… Definition. un·ti·ger·ing \
n- tī-g r-i \ noun. 1. the
process of

PARENTAL ASPIRATIONS – Sandwich Parenting
The thing about peaceful parenting is I honestly suck at it. But I’m willing to suck at it and grow
for the sake of future generations. Here’s to 2020 and maybe sucking a little less. #goals

peaceful parenting | Untigering
As an untigering mother and unschooler, I often criticize the coercive authoritarian parenting
that I grew up with and practiced for many years. But to tell you the truth, I feel just as strongly
about permissive parenting. While tiger parenting gives the parents all the […] Read more. Iris.
Welcome! I'm Iris, a peaceful parenting advocate, intersectional unschooler, anti-oppression
activist

Untigering - The thing about peaceful parenting is I
Gentle, peaceful parenting is not soft or permissive. It is simply parenting with love and
liberation. Many POC parents may view it as culturally irrelevant—something that “white
parents” practice.

Parenting is Political | Untigering
Cindy Wang Brandt, author of Parenting Forward “In Untigering: Peaceful Parenting for the
Deconstructing Tiger Parent, Iris Chen uses honest vulnerability, sharp intellect, and cultural
awareness to show us all how to shift the cultural tide within us away from the oppression of
children (and the oppression of our own authentic selves).
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Untigering - Peaceful Parenting: The family functions like
Iris Chen is the founder of the Untigering movement, which seeks to promote mental health,
and peaceful and anti-oppressive parenting and education. After starting out as a Tiger mother,
she began to deconstruct this notion when she observed the negative effects of authoritarian
parenting. She has amassed over 30,000 parents on her Facebook Group, Untigering and
recently published a book

Untigering Book Course | Untigering
In today’s episode we welcome Iris Chen to the roundtable. Iris shares with us the story behind
the Untigering movement and how we can begin transitioning into a peaceful parenting
approach. She also shares her personal journey on the Untigering path and the larger social
and political implications

Untigering: Adventures of a Deconstructing Tiger Mother
Parenting, Untigering How Permissive Parenting Can Be a Tool of Oppression As an
untigering mother and unschooler, I often criticize the coercive authoritarian parenting that I
grew up with and practiced for many years. But to tell you the truth, I feel just as strongly about
permissive parenting.

Upcoming Events | Untigering
[Untigering] is the process of unlearning and dismantling tiger parenting so that we can
practice peaceful parenting. It requires us to look back and address our childhood wounds,
consider the present and what cycles need to be broken, and look ahead for how we hope to
change the narrative for our children. It calls for us to question societal and cultural norms that
are rooted in trauma and

Untigering - Peaceful parenting asks us to look at the
Peaceful parenting asks us to look at the needs underneath the behavior. Being traumainformed means we make a paradigm shift from asking, “What is wrong

Untigering: Peaceful Parenting for the Deconstructing
Saturdays, 10:00 - 11:30 am PSTFebruary 20 - March 27, 2021 This 6-week online intensive
over Zoom will use the book, Untigering: Peaceful Parenting for the Deconstructing Tiger
Parent, as a framework to discuss and do the work of healing ourselves, our relationship with
children, our communities, and our cultures.

16. Untigering through peaceful parenting with Iris Chen
In this episode we talk with Iris Chen about her new book, Untigering: Peaceful Parenting for
the Deconstructing Tiger Parent. Iris admits to being a parent who engaged in “yelling,
spanking, and threatening with unreasonable consequences” – but far from becoming a wellbehaved, obedient child, her son fought back. The harder she punished, the more he resisted.
Their home became a
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Bing: Untigering Peaceful Parenting For The
Peaceful Parenting: The family functions like a body with many parts, each part treated
differently yet appropriately so that the whole body can flourish. This style of parenting means
that: · We look for win-win solutions instead of ones that only benefit one party. As much as
possible, we consider everybody’s needs and engage our children in looking for solutions. We
aren’t just con

leilasbookshelf - Leila Tualla: Mama, Author, & Advocate
With all that’s going on in the States and around the world, it’s more important than ever to get
the message of peaceful parenting out into the world. Please help to share this message by
buying/sharing the book or purchasing a signed copy directly from me!

Amazon.com: Untigering: Peaceful Parenting for the
To ignore the intersectional identities and experiences of marginalized groups is to co-opt
unschooling, peaceful parenting, and the principles of personal freedom to simply benefit
yourself, perpetuate oppression, and defend the myth of white supremacy. I’m not here for
that.

Untigering - My author copies have finally arrived!!!
Untigering is about my awkward, clumsy steps in putting peaceful parenting into practice. I am
a recovering overachiever who is unschooling her kids. I was a precocious child who read at
an early age, skipped kindergarten, became my high school valedictorian, attended a
prestigious university, and graduated with honors… a semester early.

Untigering by Iris Chen – Sandwich Parenting
Peaceful parenting is hard enough for the average parent. Imagine trying to do it when you
have the instincts of a tiger mother. In Untigering, Iris Chen shares her journey of leaving
behind authoritarian tiger parenting to embrace a respectful, relational way of raising children.
As a Chinese American mom, she draws from her experiences of living in both North America
and Asia and offers

Untigering - Gentle, peaceful parenting is not soft or
Untigering Book CourseMid-February 2021 This 6-week online intensive will use the book,
Untigering: Peaceful Parenting for the Deconstructing Tiger Parent, as a framework to discuss
and do the work of healing ourselves, our relationship with children, our communities, and our
cultures. Priority is given to Asians and other BIPOC.

Paperback mockup | Untigering
[Untigering] is the process of unlearning and dismantling tiger parenting so that we can
practice peaceful parenting. It requires us to look back and address our childhood wounds,
consider the present and what cycles need to be broken, and look ahead for how we hope to
change the narrative for our children.
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About | Untigering
Peaceful parenting is hard enough for the average parent. Imagine trying to do it when you
have the instincts of a tiger mother. In Untigering, Iris Chen shares her journey of leaving
behind authoritarian tiger parenting to embrace a respectful, relational way of raising children.
As a Chinese American mom, she draws from her experiences of living in both North America
and Asia and offers
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